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The nucleus (edge nwclew;I of a point determining graph is <defined by Geoffroy and Sumner 
to be the set of all points (edges) whose removal leaves the graph point determining. Ir is the 
purpose of this paper to develop the analogous concepts for totally point determiring graphs, 
that is, graphs in which distinct points have distinct ueighborhoods and closed neighborhoods. 
1. Iatrodoction 
It will be assumed throughout his paper that all graphs are finite, undirected, 
and without loops or multiple cadges. All undefined termiwlogy shall conform to 
that of Behzad and Chartrand [l]. However, we shall use the term “point” instead 
of “ver liex”. 
In [3,4,5,7,9, lo], the idea of the nucleus and the edge nucleus of a point 
determining graph were introduced and subsequently developed. It is the purpose 
of this paper to develop the analogous concepts for totally point determining 
graphs. The basic definitions follow. 
Let G be a graph and S a subset of G. S is called a n-set (ii-set) of G if and 
only if N(a)= N$) (N(a) = p(b)) for every pair of distinct points a and 6 in S 
and S is maximal with respect to this property. If a and b belong to the same 
w-set (ii-set), then we refer to {a, b} as a v-pair @pair). 
A graph G is said to be point determining (totally point determining) if and only 
if G has no rr-pairs (r or &pairs). Note that G is tidtalijr point determining is 
equivalent to the condition that G and G are both point determining. For a 
totally point determining graph G, the ‘otc;l nucleus of G is the set G* consisting 
of all the points o of G such that G - u is a totally point determining greph. 
The concept of the total ,lucleus of a totally point determining is analogous to 
that of the nucleus of a point determining graph. That is, if G is a point 
determining graph, thdn t; e nucleus of G is the set G” cowisting of all the poirts 
v of G such that G - v is 1 .oint determining. Note that x is not in Go if and only if 
there exist a and t, in G such that N(u) = N(b) - x. 
If G is a totally point el eter ining graph and v is in G, then v is in G - 6* if 
and only if there exist I and b in G - v such that in G - u. N(u) = M(b) OF 
N(a) = e wi at v&en WC write “L$Bc) = N(y)- 2” 
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of. (i) Supp~~ b# e. Then b 1 c, so b is in k3(&. Hut then a is in R(d), since 
a) = R(b)- c and df c. Thus a is a member of &‘(c I and we have a contradic- 
tion. 
(ii) b 1. c, so b is in &@I). But then a _L d and (;L is not in I;j(c). Thus a = e. 
(iii) a J_ b, so u = e or a L d. If a I d, th d is i.2 R(b) contradicts N(d) = 
or e_l_h. Bf efb, t Jut ,?d(~d ). Therr=fore, 
.j z- c’* 
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(v) e I b, so e = c or e is in R(Q). If e l. Q. then d J_ a. But then d is not in N(h) 
is a contradiction. Thus e = c or e = a. 
Before proceeding to characterize the connected totalily point determining 
graphs with nonempty total nucleus, let us prove the following lemma which will 
facilitate the proof of the characterization. Note first that a book is simply the 
path on four points. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a totcrlly point detemining graph. Let a be a point of G such 
that Q belongs to some partitive hook K of G. If either 
(i) N(a) = N(b)- c for some 6, c, 
(ii) N(a) = JV( 6) - c and N(d) = N(c) - b for some b, c, d, or 
(iii) R(a) = R(b)- c and N(d) = R(c) - b for some b, c, d, 
then b is in K. 
Proof. Suppose (i) holds. Let d the in N(a) n K. Then d I b, but a & b. Since M is 
f +itive, then b is in K. 
Appose (ii) holds and b is not in K. Then since fi (a) = N(b) - c, degk a = 2 and 
c is in K. Since c is in K, we can choose f in N(c) f7 K. Now f is in N(c) - b, so 
f I d. Note that d is not in K since d-l: b. But N(d) n K Z (4, so K n N(d) = K. 
This, however, is a contradiction since N(d) = N(c! - b implies c& d. 
Suppose now that (iii) holds and b is not in K. b I a so N(b) n K = K. As 
above, c is in K. d is not in K since d& b. But rhen d I a, so a E R(c). This, 
however, is a contradiction since R(a) = fi( b) - c. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a connected totally point determining raph. G* Is empty if 
and only if G is an X-join of hooks. 
Proof. If G is an X-join of hooks, then it is clear that G* = @ Now suppose that 
G* = 8. Then if G is not an X-join of hooks, it follows that there is some x in G 
which does not lie in any partitive hook. Choose such an x so that deg x is as 
small as possible. 
Suppose x is in 6”. Then since x is not in G”, there exist p and q in G swh 
that u(p) = N(q)-- x. NOY if q is not in G”, then there exist u and ZI in 6: such 
that N(u) = IV(u) - q By Lemma 1 .I&), either u = p or II = x. Suppose II = p. Then 
since N(p) = N(y) - x, we have iV( u j = N(p)- q = N(q) - (p, x}. Now if p i? not in 
Go, then for Aome w in G, N(w) = N(q)- p. But then N(u) = A!(w)- x, contrary 
to x belonging to 6”. s we ut p is in C”, so by 
Lemma l.l(il), IV(x) T= R(a) - p ), Since U Is not 
in TV, we must have wk Al. so LI = q. Illus 
tions guarantee that ({p, qY r, x’j) is a partitive hiask of G. This contradicts the 
choice of r and hen@ comp&x$_ the $Qof, q ~ : I 
For any graph G and x in G, {x} and G are clearly partitive subsets of G. By a 
non-trivial partitive subset of G, we mean a partitive subset K of G such that K is 
neither a’singleton &i the entire graph. 
A graph G is said to be iurdecompos& ’ P if and only if G dots not contain any 
non-trivial .partitive &sets; It is easy to see that a g&ph is totally point 
determinrag if and only if it has no partitive subseti of order two. Thus every 
indecomposable .graph is totally p&t determining. Since any component of a 
graph is a partitive subset, every indecomposable graph of order at least three is 
connected. Therefore, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2, we have the 
following result. 
CoroRrsry 2.3. If G i:s an indecomposab~e graph having at leust five points, then 
G*Pfd. 
For n 2 1, Sumner defined an ortho n-path to be K2 if n = 1 snd, otherwise, to 
be the graph consisting of the points pl, p2, . . . , p2n where the neighborhoods of 
the points are determined by 
N(P2i-l) = N(P2i+*)- P2i+2 
and 
for i=l,2,...,n-I. 
In Fig+ 1, we see the ortho 2-path and ortho 3-path. The ortho 3-path shows 
that an indecomposable 
t whose removal graph indecomposable. 
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ortho 2-path 
ortho 3-path 
Fig. 1. 
Theomm 2.4. Erery indecomposable glzph contains either a point or an edge whose 
removal leaves the graph indecomposable. 
Further scrutiny of ortho n-paths establishes that every such graph is con- 
nected, point determining and bipartite. By the following result, also in [8], every 
ortho n-path is indecomposable. 
‘I3eorem 2.5. For a bipartite graph G, G is inde,omposable if and only if G is 
connected and poirlt determining. 
By definition of the ortho n-path, p2 and pzn__* are the only points in G*, 
Hence the) are the only candidates for points whose removal leaves the graph 
indecomposable. But G- p2 and G- p2n_1 are not connected and thus, not 
indecomposable. Furthermore, we are willing to make the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 2.6. The only critical indecomposable graphs are the ortho ra-paths. 
Unlike the nucleus of a point determining graph, there exists an infinite number 
of connected, totally point determining graphs G witl- (G”:l= 1. For example, the 
graphs in Fig. 2 all have exactly one total y removable point and the graph in (b) 
yields such a graph fpr each value of IZ. However, we can show the following. 
Fig. 2. 
48 in .~UYl”&wc ould Klce b codsider the problem of which .graphs may be the 
totatnb’deu4 of some totstlly point determining gap& To establish our results, we 
make only slight modifications to the technique &veloped there to answer the 
anaiogous qu&tion for the nucleus of a point determining graph. 
Lemma 3.6. Let H be a‘g-aph that is not rotalSy point deter.mining. Then there exists 
a graph HI zsuch that 
(i) I?, is totally pair,: LIIzt~rmilging, 
(ii) H is an induced subgraph of HI and 
(iii) HT is contained in H. 
Moreover, i; N is connected, then HI may be i:hosen to be connected. 
Prosf. Ye may obtain HI from M by adjoirhg a single endpcint to all but one 
clerxnt of each n-set of M and ail but one hment of each %-sex of H. 
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UHM 3.2. If H is my graph and G1 is a totally point detemking graph with 
0; s H s G1, tken th+. te exists a totally point determining graph G witkt G* = H. 
Mtwawr, if G1 is c ?nnected, then G may be chosen to be connected alsc, 
Rd. Let G1 be a toTally point determining graph with GT c Hc, G, chosen so 
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that IH- Gfl is as smJi as possihIe. Suppose G’: # H and let x be in H- GT. 
Form a new graph G2 crotn G1 by adjoining a path on four points with each point 
on this path also adjat i:nt to each point of N(x) in G,. It is easy to check that Gz 
is totally point deter tnining and that Gr =G~U{X}EHSG,. But this is a 
contradiction. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, for any graph H th.ere 
exists a totally point cietermining raph G with G* = H. Moreover, G may be 
chosen to be connected if H is connected. 
It has been shown ir! [lo] that not every graph is the nucleus of some connected 
paint determining graph. However, for totally point determining raphs the result 
is all in&sive. 
Thetmm 3.3. For an\I graph H, there exists a conr .cted totally point determining 
graph G with G* = i 
As noted above., WC only need to consider the case where H is not connected. 
Hence the following observation togelrher with the next three lemmas, 3.4, 3.5, 
and 3.6, constitute a proof of Theorem 3.3. 
If H consists solely of isolated points, then the graphs in Fig. 3 (where t;le 
n=l 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4. 
a b 
n n 
If the graph thus fax obtained is ncbt otally point determining.. then any n-set or 
+-set is contained in some Cj. Werze, by adjoining an end-point to all but one 
point of each such set, we obram a connected totally point determining raph G1 
such that GT E MS Cl. Thus by Lemma 3.2, there exists a connected totally point 
determining graph G with G* = H. 
LemIaa 3.5. If H is 61 graph w th exacfly one isolated point, then there exists a 
cormscted totally point determiniF~g raph G with CT* = H. 
“MA Suppose first that H has anl!r one nsn-t&Gal component C. We form G, 
as foflows. Choose x in C. Adjoin t&e new points y, yl, y2, y,, and y4 so that the 
gya induced by (rI. y2, y3, y4} i:: a hook; the ( Ay paints of C adjacent to yi for 
i = I - 2,3, 4 are precisely t OiJfS in N(x); jacent to onI! y,, y,, y3, 
artcf :; : isee Fig. 5). 
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Y 
Fig. 5. 
If the g-caph thus far obtained is not totally point determining, then any r-set or 
e-set Mongs to C. Adjoin an endpoint to all but one point of each such set. Then 
C U {y} is a copy of H and, hence we obtain a connected totally point determining 
graph G1 with GT c HE G,. Thus by Lemma 3.2, the theorem follows in this 
case. 
Suppose now that H hzs at least 2 non-trivial components. Let CO, C1, . . . , C, 
be these non-trivial components where n 2 2. Let rSO be the graph formed in the 
proof of Lemma 3.4 and pictured in Fig. 4. We fotnl G, f:xn G, as follo\irs. 
Adjoin the new points y, yl, y2, y3 and y,, srl that the graph induced by 
{yI, y2, y3, y4} is a hook; the only points of Ll r-+, Ci adjacent : o yj for j = 1,2,3,4 
are the points in U ysO N(q); and y is adjace&i Q to only y!, y;, y3 and y4 (see Fig. 
6). Any q-set or ii-set must lie in some Ci. &nce we obtair a connected totally 
point determining graph G1 from G, as before by adjoining endpoints to all but 
one point of each such set. Thus (U rzo Ci) U(y) constitutes a CSpy Of H in G, SC) 
GTz HE Gl. By Lemma 3.2, this completes the prooi. 
Lemma 3.6. If I+ is cl graph with 11 2 2 isolated points, f\len th w exists u conuected 
tntaIly point detemking graph G with G* = H. 
roof. Let C,, 0, . , Ck be the non-f’ivial cornpcwents of 1-d for k 4 I and let x, 
be in Ci for i= 1,2,. . . , k. Form the graph G, as fol,~ws: 
Adjoin the new points UF=, {ai, bi}, where for each f = I,:?,. . . , k, the poinl ~1, 
is adjacent to all of the points in h/(x,) U {ip,); and hr i = 1, 2, . . . _ k - 1, h is 
adjacent to all of the points in N(x,+ t) U (aJ and h, is adjacent to mly ilk (see Fig. 
7). 
Y 
Fig. 6. 
Let HO be the graph in Fig. 8. Attach Ii, to G, via the edge b,y to okin the 
graph in Fig. 9. NOW (U r= 1 Ci) U { y*,y,. . . . , y,,) is a COPY of H. If the graph 
obtained thus far is noi. totally point determining, we derive a totally point 
determining graph from it as before by attaching appropriate endpoints ‘l’lxs we 
obtain a connected totally point determining gr:rph Cr, such that GTc -MC: (?,. By . 
LYWTM 3 2 this completes the proof. 
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Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 9. 
In [5], we considered the problem ot’ edge removal in a point determining raph 
via the edge nucleus. That is for a point determining raph G, we investigated the 
properties of the edge nucleus of G, E’(G), consisting of ail the edges e of G such 
that G - e is po4nt determining. Let us now consider the problem of edge removal 
in totally point ktermining graphs through a simrlar set of edges of the graph. 
For a totally point determining raph G, the ,~a! ,x&e nucleus of G is the set 
E’“(G) consisting of all those edges e of C, such G-e k a totally point 
determining graph. We shall let E*(F) also represent he graph formed by the 
edges in E*(G) and we shall use V(E*(G)) to denote the set of points in this 
graph. 
2; %f*X th if G i; a tota11y pint determinine pph and xv s in fi’( 8-G) - F *(Gk 
3Xil hx exists z in G such that either, !+;(2j = N(xr- y, N(Z) - N(y)-X, 
N(w==N(x)-y or fi(z)=@+-x. 
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Similar to the result in [S] relating the intersection of the nucleus and the points 
in ttre edge nucleus, we have the foUowing. 
T&mm 43. If G is Q conpected totally point determining raph such thact G is not 
an X-join of kooks and G is different from the graph in Fig. 2(a), then G* n 
WE*(G)) # 09 
hf. Choose x in G” such that deg x is minimal. Suppose x is not in V@*(G)). 
Let y be an element of N(x) such that deg y is as small as possible. Since xy is not 
in E*W) and x is in G*, thele exists i in G such that N(z) = N(x)- y or 
R(z) = A(x)- y. 
Suprose N(z) = N(X)- y. Then zx is not in E*(G), so N(y) = N(x)- 2 or there 
exists w in G such that N( H’) = N(x) - z. But R(y) = s(x) - z implies N(Y) = 
N(t), so N(w)= IV(X) - z. Dy the minimality of del: X, w is not in G*. Thus there 
exist u and v in G such that N(u) = K(v) - w or Y(z) = N(u) - W. Kn the latter 
case, u I x but u is not in N(z), so u = y. But this contradicts the minimality of 
deg y. Hence, we may assume N(u) = R(u) - w. Now t) I x qr,d u # Z. Sinc:L Z)X is 
not in E*(G), there exists t in G such that N(t) = N(X) - u or N(t) = N(X) - IJ. Bul 
N(t) = N(x)- t) is a contradiction, sine;: t _L z and r’ is not in N(x). Also from 
R(t) = R(X) - U, we must have x = w, s:nce N(U) = K(v)- w. But this impossible 
since N(w) = N(X) - 2. 
Therefore, we may assume that N(z) = N(x) - y. By the minimality of deg X, z 
is in G*. Thus there exist v and w such that N(u) = N(w)- z or X(y) = nT’ lU\Wj_ 2. 
Suppose N(y) = N(w) - z. wx is not ill E*(G), so there exists u in G such that 
N(u) = N(x)- w or R(u) = N(X)- w. Bbt if N(U) = N(x)- w, then x = z, which is 
a contradiction. Hence, R(u) = N(X) - w. But then u = y, otherwise, since u is in 
N(x)- y = N(z), we would have z in R(u) C_ N(X). Since G is connected and 
IGll5, we may choose a in G -{w, x, y, Z} such that N(a) n {x, y, W, z} # $3. But 
then a 1 x and ax is not in E*(G). Hence, there exists b in G such that 
N(b) = N(x)- a or N(6) - N(X)- a. In the first case, b I y and b is not in N(X) is 
a tontradiction to hi(y) = N(X) - w. In the latter, 6 I x and b# y since u:f w. But 
tkn b _L z so that z is in N(x), again ;1 contradiction. 
Suppose R(u) = N(w) - z. Since N(z i = N(x)- y, w I x. wx is XL in E*(G) so 
there exists w in G such that N(U) = N(x) - w oi N(U) = N(x) -- w. The former 
implies x = Z, SO d(u) = N(x)- W. If v at x, then v _I x and vf w. IW then from 
0 1 14, it follows that u is in N(w), which is a c. ntradiction. Therefore, t) = x and 
N(x) = &j(w)- 2. SirALe N(U) = N(x) - P’, it follows from the winimality c:f deg x 
that u is not in G”‘. Thlls there exist s and t in G such that N(s) = m(f)-- u or 
N(w) - IV(s) - U. Bui N(M~) = N(S) - u implies s _L x and s is not in fl(w), contrary 
to N(x) = N(w) - z. Hence M(s) = N(rj - u. We claim s = x. If sf x. rhen it would 
fdow from t 1 N th::t x _! \’ Rut \ ” II. C(3 s = \a’. Wv the minimalit! of deg 1. and 
since s _L x and deg s c:deg t, we have t# y. Note XT is not in E*(C). So there 
exists r in G such that N(r) = N(x) - 1’ or .!!(r) = N(x) - t. In the k ttt:r case we 
Fig. 10. 
ir-; G, -we may choose a in G - 1% w, -;, y3,z] such 4hat N(a) n(lf, w, 5 y, z) P $9. 
But then a L x, SO there exists b in G such that M(b) = N(x)- a OT N(b) = 
&‘(&-,a. %f N(b) 4 N(x)- a,‘&xi b Lou. ‘F&&e, since b is not in fi?(x), we have 
b = F. But-then N(z) * N(X)- Q and N(r) = N(X)- y yields y = icl, a contradiction. 
Since IV(b) = IV(x)- a and .deg b < deg x ( deg y, we have b# y. But then b 1 z, 
and hence z is in N(x). This is impossible since N(z) = N(X) - y. 
As a consequence .of Theorem 4.1, we see &at if Cr is a connected totaily point 
determining &p& and ‘is not an X-join of hooks, then E*(G) # 0. WoweLer, with 
the nexP two res’ults, Entinger and Gassman in [2] have supplued uecessary and 
sudltjcient conditions for the total \edge nucleus to be nonempty. 
Theorem 4.2. If G it a connected totally pint determining graph, then E*(G) = 9 
if and only if G is the path on four points. 
A tail of length n in 3t graph G is an induced subgraph ‘T’ lviti vertex SC? 
it,, f2r l l l Y &} satisfying N(tl)={t2}, N(f)={ti._l, ti+l) far 2IsiIs Q-2, alId N(tn)rv 
k-19 a} where a is some point of G. We say that the tail 7’ is adjoi’qed at the point 
a to G. 
Let G be a totally point Oetermhing graph such that E*(G) =: 8. If there exists 
a component C of G such that E*(k)# fl, then G must have iin isolated point. 
Since G cannot contain more than one isolated p%nt, the next theorem completes 
the chariacterization sf the totally point determir? .ng graphs G for which E”(G) = 
8. 
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~TWTB 6% If G is a gruph with exacffy one isoluted point, then G is totally point 
detennhing and E*(C) = f8 if and only if each component C of G consists of a 
co;~%@ bipdte graph B whose vertex set B1 U &, with B1 n &= $3 # I&, 
(&@), and (iii) tog&et with tails adjoined at the points of Bz so that (iv), 
(I$-* ad (vi)* im s&s@?Yiw 
(i) BL clnd B2 are both independent subsets of 23. 
(ii\ Disf&uzt points of PI have distinct neighborhoods. 
(iii; Each note-entpty subset of the neighborhood of u point of B1 is the neighbor- 
ho& of sowte point of B1. 
(iv) If Bp{bz) and B1 = 0, then bz has one tail of length 3 or at least two tails 
each of length 2 ot 3 adjoilrea 
(v) If B2= {b2} and B1 f $3, fhen b2 has at least one tail of length 2 or 3 
adjoined. 
(vi) If B2 is not a singleton, then each point of El2 has an arbitrary number 
(FssibIy zero) of tails of length 2 or 3 adjoined. 
When comparing E(G’) and E’(G) for a connected, non-complete, point 
determining graph G, we could only guarantee that E( Go) n E’(G) # 8, provided 
Go has no isolated points (see [S]). However, for totally point determining raphs 
we obtain a much stronger relationship. 
Theorem 4.4. If G is a tc&zZly point determining graph, then E(G*) c_ E*(G). 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is trivial and hence is omitted. 
Concerning the removal of edges in cycles of a totally point detert-r.ining graph, 
in [S] we showed the following. 
Theorem 4.5. 1f.G is a totally point determining graph and C is an odd cycle of G, 
then there exists an edge of C that is also in E’(G). 
The graph in Fig. 11 shows that we cannot extend Theorem 4.5 to E*(G) since 
the spanning cycle of this graph contains no totally removable edge. Mowsver, WC 
can show the iollowing. 
! 
/- 
.A 
/I’ 
_/ 
-----I_--- _ J i 
Fig. \I. 
Let G bit a connected‘tdtuiiy p&t detetmining graph. If G is not the 
path olz five p&tits, the E*@jh (.L(??)js: 3 ‘I$. 
Pm& ht. 8 7 xy be in E?(G) and assume e is chosen so that deg x + deg y is 
minimal+ Suppose e is not in (L(b$3))*. Then there exist Q and b in L(G) such that 
R(a)= G(b)-e or N(s) = N(;b)- e. 
Suppase A(a) = 6&b)-e. Then b = xz, since b ..I.. e. Also, since 4 I b and a* er 
we have Q = zu for some u in G -ix, y}- III addition N(u)- z G {x} and 
N(x)-(y, z}; (u). Thus N(u) = N(X).- y or .#(u) = A(x)- y; but this contradicts 
xy being in E*(G). 
Suppose N(a) = .N( b) - e. Then b I e so that b = xz. Also since a& b and a& e, 
a = uv for some u and v in G - {x, y, t}. Alss, N(a) = N(b)- e implies 
N(u) - v c_ (x, z), 
Iv(V) - 8.4 !z{x, z}, 
N(z) - x E {at, v), 
N(x)-(y, 4E{W 4. 
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b’*(G). Thus there exists w in G such that Niw) = N(x) - 2 or R(W) = R(X)- Z. 
Since G is connected we may assume without loss of generality 
-IV+) = N(x)- 2, Ulea w L u implies w - / . o ; but this is impossible since v -fr y. If 
&v)=fij(x)-t, w$y wnce y&u. But then w-Lx and w is not y or z, so W=U . _ 
or% w = t). In either case, R(u) = &i(u) and we hax a contradiction. 
EIence, we may assume without Ioss of generality that u _L z. Also U& X, for 
otherwise, M(u) = N(x)-. y or R(u) = R(x)- y, and either of these contradicts xy 
being in P(G). If t) .l2, then u I x since A(u) Z N(u); but then R(u) = H(z). 
Therefore, N(u) = {u}. 
If u i X, then A(z) = p(x)- y, contrary to xy being in E*(G). Thus N(u) = 
{u, z} and G is the graph in Fig. 12. Since G 1s not the path on five points, deg 
y * 2, I3ut then by the minimaiity of deg x + deg y, uv is not in ti*( G). But this is 
impossible. 
G- 4 U,VYX,Z ) 
V u Z 
3g. 12. 
In c’t sense, Theorem 4.7 is best possible. For the example in Fig. 13, E*(G) = 
($4, 7) and (L(G))* = {2,3,6,7}. Therefore, in general we do not have either 
Z*(G) C_ (L(G))* or (L(G))* E E*(G). 
&-c----s- Cl 
5 E 7 
L(C) = 
p------ , -p---- 
Fig. 13. 

